Dear, dear. That picture sure is good, it looks just exactly like you, and I sure don't want any tint on it. I have been looking at it every two minutes all day long, and I've got it right here before me now. Jack tried to tease me this afternoon, we went to town together and I showed him the picture, we went to a picture show and he happened to look at me one time and I was looking at it again, and we sat watching the pictures show all last night and never got over it. I sure will be glad when I want home to look at pictures any more, but can really see you and tell to you.
Had a pretty good time at the dance last night; it was a pretty young crowd, but real lively.

I wish you could have seen the way the "Commons" was decorated for the junior Prom. It certainly was pretty. I thought that I had seen this place decorated but that was the swellist affair I have ever seen, and they had the best music, and punch and ice cream.

The dance lasted until one o'clock and I got out a little before it was over, so I went and watched them dance awhile and then naturally got in on the refreshments. Next year, if you're back I won't have to sit around and watch but I am going to be right on that floor swingin' them around (maybe)!
somehow or other I don’t care much for dancing anymore, I have almost forgot what little I ever knew, and then fat (?) people can’t even

If I hadn’t been lead that day last night I would be in New Antonio now. One of the boys and I go with a good deal wanted another boy and myself to go with him, and stay at his house, but I couldn’t because I had to look out on short notice so none of us went

There was a picnic over in the park this afternoon, as bunch of us went over and succeeded in snatching a big box full of

Sandwiches, they started raining a lot of fuss over it, but we had already eaten all of them before they found out. Tried our best to get a bag full of fruit and couldn’t, the best I could do was to get some bananas.

Of course we had a holiday today and you’re sure glad I’ll, this is the last one we will get until the end of school, so even that leaves that Notice is drawing near, when we will leave this old place for a little bit over 3½ months. My mom is sorry.

Had a little from James this morning he said to tell you hello and that he would write just as soon as he get a chance, he didn’t say anything about not coming home, although he did say that he would
Thus one year ahead of scheduled
time, so I don't guess that to wad get
it be in Dallas this Sept.

Just Windomere one block further out
than Winnetka? You are glad
you all didn't move out in Rock
town because all of the towns
be speck're going and coming
from way out there.

Gowit are what you want to be afraid
of the typhoid germ for, because the only
way it can hurt you, is for you to
swallow some of the water, is for it
to enter through some cut place on

To quote. Anyway a person who isn't sick much and is in good physical condition isn't very susceptible to it.

A month ago several of us were analyzing some water from the Bayou and we found some typhoid germs in it. You can't see them true on an ordinary microscope. You have to use the ultra microscope and oil immersion lens, in that way the object appears illuminated on a dark background, and still they are awful small looking. Thus, rod shaped bodies. You know this part of the country is supposed to be very unhealthy on account of typhoid, but I haven't heard of many cases as I hear about at home.

We started analyzing several sets of
patent medicine, powder (soap) etc. in chemistry last. Gained some things in a tent & they charge so for have as little as 10 cents worth of chemicals in there. That sounds fishy but I see absolute fact. let if three face powders continue some awful poison no chemicals, of course when they are in combination with some other chemical they are not quite so bad.

played Southeastern Baseball here. yesterday and today won both games. this makes four out of we have won from them.

Monday afternoon we are going to have company inspection, and gained my uniforms is the dirtiest thing. it up to me to either clean it before there, or borrow a clean one.

Tell Ethel I sure have got my opinions of her.

If you don't tell me what all that shorthand was you going to write my next letter beif in Spanish and Telegraph English please.

The next time I hear from you, I may be living in a tent outside the woods. The cellar has been cut seven feet for throwing water in the cellar. Last last Thursday the ladies meeting Thursday night and last four got to get up and them is going to be another meeting in the morning and the rest four will have to appear. Just what they are going to do, but the least they can do is for us out-patients weeks.

with love ~ Out
Miss Gainer Roberts
114 N. Winnetka
Dallas, Texas

Star A.